Skills and Knowledge Overview for: MFL- Writing
Year
Group
Year 3

Knowledge to learn




Year 4










Year 5



I know how to write short, simple responses to spoken
language using familiar words.
I know how to use my knowledge of French phonics to
help me spell familiar words.
I understand how to express my opinion using simple
sentences.
I know how to use the correct article most of the time to
match the gender of the noun.
I show understanding by writing sentences or phrases,
which summarise some of the content of stories, songs
and poems.
I know how to use a model to write sentences in the first
person.
I understand how to use the correct form of some
common verbs in the first person present tense eg. ‘je
suis’.
I know how to write a few simple sentences about myself
including my name and age.
I know how to write a few simple sentences about where I
live.
I know how to write a few simple sentences about the
things I do eg. my daily routine or hobbies.
I know how to write a few simple sentences about other
people, including my family and friends.
I understand how to write the correct form of some
common verbs in the third person singular eg. ‘il/elle a’.

Skills to gain using knowledge




I can give a written response to a simple written question.
I can write some singular nouns with the correct article.
I can write some familiar words from memory.



I can write responses to spoken language using short phrases and
simple sentences.
I can write some phrases and simple sentences from memory.
I can complete a written sentence by adding letters, words and
phrases.






I can write several sentences from memory to describe what other
people do or like doing.




Year 6






I know how to use some simple sentence structures that
differ from English in my writing.
I know how to express my opinion using complex
sentences.



I know how to write the correct form of some irregular
verbs in the first and third person singular.
I understand how to write simple sentences using the
future tense with help.
I understand how to write simple sentences using the past
tense with help.
I know how construct a short text to describe a person,
place or thing using more complex sentences.













I can write several sentences from memory to describe a person,
place or thing.
I can use the correct article to match the gender of the noun.
I can write several sentences from memory.
I can adapt familiar written sentences by changing a few words.

I can use familiar words and sentence structures to write new
sentences.
I can write a short passage from memory including longer or more
complex sentences.
I can use French articles confidently and accurately.
I can write some regular French nouns in the singular and plural
form.
I can write the correct form of some simple adjectives with a noun
using an example sentence.
I can use the rules I know about building sentences in French to
create new sentences using different vocabulary.

